Quality

...FORE AND AFT

LUND
A beautifully designed runabout with the same hull as the WATER PRINCESS. It has all Aluminum seats, tiller rope blocks and guides and deluxe runabout type wheel. Automatic syphon bailer plug and lifting handles are standard equipment. Control mounting brackets on starboard and port side for all makes of motors. It has the same long forward deck as the WATER PRINCESS with full-width dashboard and instrument panel. It's the water skier's delight with wide transom and deep keels. Has plenty of room for passengers and gear with great load capacity. An ideal boat for fishing and sport. Whether you're angling or taking the family for a fast spin in open water you will find new thrills in your WATER MAID. The built-in styrofoam flotation makes it a safe boat. It's a king size sporting boat that handles up to 50 h.p. With plenty of freeboard and deep bow you will feel at ease in your WATER MAID.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Length**—15 ft.
- **Center Depth**—25 in.
- **Transom Width**—58 in.
- **Depth of Transom**—20 in.
- **Depth for Motor at Transom**—15 in.
- **Length of Front Deck**—66 in.

- **Recommended Horsepower**—50.
- **Maximum Beam**—64 in.
- **Depth at Bow**—30 in.
- **Weight**—300 lbs.
- **Paint**—inside bottom, non-skid platinum finish. Top deck and freeboard in contrasting colors.

**New Adventure In Boating**

**QUALITY FORE and AFT Lund**

It's better Boats in '59 for leaders...
The BIG FISHERMAN is a man size boat with the same type hull construction as the Water Maid. Big, rugged and roomy—wide, deep seats with plenty of leg room makes the BIG FISHERMAN a boat the whole family can enjoy. Cast aluminum bow plates, oar locks and motor safety plate add to the rugged features of this craft. The new deeper keels strongly reinforce the boat bottom and prevent side drifting while trolling. The built-in compartments filled with "Styrofoam" makes the Big Fisherman virtually unsinkable. Wide beam and rugged transom bracing make motors up to 40 horsepower usable on this fine performing craft. It is truly a fishing boat the discriminating sportsman will appreciate. Now the whole family can enjoy outings with safety and comfort.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Length:** 15 ft.
- **Maximum Beam:** 64 in.
- **Center Depth:** 25 in.
- **Depth at Bow:** 30 in.
- **Depth at Transom:** 20 in.
- **Depth for Motor at Transom:** 15 in.
- **Transom Width:** 54 in.
- **Recommended Horsepower:** 16 to 40.
- **Weight:** 250 lbs.
- **Seats:** 4
- **Paint:** Inside bottom, non-skid platinum finish. Freeboard, red trim.

**QUALITY FORE and AFT**
Located in the heart of Minnesota's 10,000 Lakes Region, Lund Metalcraft has considered you as a water enthusiast in planning their 1959 Fleet of Carefree Aluminum Boats.

Designed and fashion crafted by master craftsmen each model is constructed with the same exacting detail that is used in aircraft construction. All boats are built of the finest marine aluminum alloys and the high tensile strength of these alloys enable LUND boats to withstand hard usage.

Special attention and inspection of each hull is required on the assembly line and each hull is pressure tested in a special tank before leaving the assembly line.

Alumalastic seal together with aircraft shear-proof rivets are used in all seam construction. For extra strength double row riveting is also used on seams. Roll-formed members and extruded parts are used in all hulls to provide reinforcing and longitudinal ribbing and bridge type cross members assure you of a rugged boat with bottom rigidity.

LUND METALCRAFT

New York Mills, Minnesota
The WATER KING is the commander of the Lund Metalcraft Fleet. Designed to give you the ultimate in boating pleasure and versatility. Safe on any inland waterway and roomy enough for all your water activities whether fishing, water skiing or just plain family cruising. Big, rugged and stable and stressed to handle motors up to 90 horse power.

The WATER KING has special appointments such as: Concealed styrofoam flotation on sides and under deck, floor decking is marine plywood, side pockets for maps and gear, concealed control cables, full top deck, remote control motor mount both port and starboard. Self bailing stern well gives protection from a following sea. Built in siphon bailer, reversible seat back rests for comfort and convenience. Seats and back rests are vinyl covered. Wrap around windshield for complete protection and good vision.

SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>17 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Beam</td>
<td>74 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth Amidship</td>
<td>32 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth at Bow</td>
<td>37 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth at Transom</td>
<td>27 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth for Motor</td>
<td>15 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Motor Depth</td>
<td>20 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transom Width</td>
<td>66 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Recommended Horsepower</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Approx. 510 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flotation</td>
<td>Styrofoam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QUALITY FORE and AFT

Lund
Here's a deluxe runabout designed and researched by Lund craftsmen that puts virtually everyone in the fancy boat class. The WATER SCOUT is engineered to give runabout pleasure at economy prices. No high priced motor is required to make this little champion perform. Recommended horsepower up to 25.

The WATER SCOUT is exceptionally maneuverable and performs well in rough water, giving a smooth, soft ride. Responds at the slightest touch of the controls and lays right on top at the thrust of the throttle.


**SPECIFICATIONS:**  
Length—14 ft.  
Maximum beam—54 in.  
Center Depth—22 in.  
Depth at bow—25 in.  
Depth at transom—16 in.  
Transom width—46 in.  
Max. Horsepower—25 H.P.  
Weight—190 lbs.  
Paint—Inside bottom, non-skid platinum finish. Deck and freeboard in contrasting colors.

for economy, for unsurpassed
Undoubtedly the most popular size for the great majority of fishermen. Big enough to provide safety on most waters and light enough to handle with ease. The same hull construction as used in the Water Scout makes this fine boat a real performer. Resorters are most enthusiastic about the FISHERMAN because of its roomy and sturdy construction. With the same deep keels as the Big Fishe rman, side drift is prevented while trolling. Full length splash rails with plenty of freeboard assure full protection at top speeds or in choppy water. The all aluminum construction together with “Styrofoam” flotation makes the FISHERMAN a safe boat.

CD-14

The CD-14 has the same features as the FISHERMAN except it has a 40" deck for those who want a storage place for extra gear or duffel.

SPECIFICATIONS:

- Length—14 ft.
- Maximum Beam—54 in.
- Center Depth—22 in.
- Depth at Bow—25 in.
- Depth at Transom—16 in.
- Transom Width—49 in.
- Maximum Horsepower—25 H.P.
- Weight C-14—150 lbs.
- Weight CD-14—165 lbs.

safety and ruggedness
TOPPER, a lighter and shorter version of the FISHERMAN, makes an ideal boat for hunting. Stressed skin construction of high tensile strength aluminum alloy adds greater strength and results in a quiet boat. Approximate weight 100 pounds. Cast bow plate for strength and motor safety plate to prevent motor slipping and transom wear. The TOPPER has safety features, too. Highly buoyant "styrofoam" is enclosed in seat compartments. Light in weight, easy to handle and ready to go—that's the TOPPER.

**Specifications:**
- Length: 12 ft.
- Center Depth: 17 in.
- Depth at Transom: 15 in.
- Transom Width: 40 in.
- Recommended Horsepower: 3 to 7 1/2
- Approximate Weight: 100 lbs.
- Seats: 3
- Paint: Non-glares camouflage brown or natural aluminum
- Weight: 70 lbs.

A roomy and comfortable duck boat that will accommodate two men, dog, and gear. Styrofoam flotation for safety. The "rocker" flat bottom construction allows perfect control for easy rowing and maneuvering. Equipped with movable seat and extra seat optional. Transom constructed so motors up to 5 horsepower may be used. Painted with non-glare mottled green and brown camouflage. Available with slatted floor at slight extra charge.

**Specifications:**
- Length: 11 ft. 7 in.
- Depth Forward: 14 in.
- Width Amidship: 42 in.
- Depth Amidship: 14 in.
- Depth at Stern for Motor: 15 in.
- Flotation Tanks: Styrofoam
- Cockpit length: 104 in.
- Bottom Design: Rocker
- Weight: 70 lbs.
A beautifully designed runabout with all deluxe features. A boat that is complete with all the necessary accessories such as, 17" wrap around windshield, wheel, tiller rope blocks and guides, running lights, bow chocks, stern cleats, siphon bailer plug and lifting handles. The control mounting bracket on starboard and port side are standard equipment. The colorful top deck and the platinum inside finish give a modern contrast of color with vinyl covered seats and walk through back rests. The construction features built-in styrofoam flotation and seats with a low center of gravity result in a safe boat. The long forward deck with full width dashboard and instrument panel adds to its deluxe quality. A run in the WATER PRINCESS will satisfy those who want the secure feeling of riding in a boat and not on top of it. The high sides and deep bow protect one at top speeds or surging through rough water. Constructed of the best known aluminum alloy for boat building. The WATER PRINCESS can take it! It's truly a pleasure boat with strength, stamina and speed.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Length—15 ft.
- Foreward Deck—66 in
- Maximum Beam—64 in
- Center Depth—25 in
- Depth at Bow—30 in
- Depth at Transom—20 in
- Depth of Motor at Transom—15 in
- Transom Width—58 in
- Recommended Horsepower—50
- Weight—320 lbs.
- Paint—Inside bottom, non skid platinum finish. The deck and freeboard in contrasting colors.

QUALITY FORE and AFT
pleasant look to

Lund
The WATER QUEEN is truly a deluxe runabout with all the wanted features. Whether your pleasure be water skiing, fishing or just plain relaxing cruising, here is a boat to meet the most exacting requirements. At home on most any water the WATER QUEEN with its beautiful design, constructed of the best known Aluminum alloy for boat building provides the utmost in safe boating. The built-in Styrofoam flotation and seats constructed to provide a low center of gravity gives you the feeling of riding in the boat rather than on top of it. The high sides and deep bow give adequate protection running at full speed or surging through rough water. Full length splash rails ensure keeping dry.

Standard equipment on the WATER QUEEN consists of complete top deck, steering wheel and all control cables which are concealed. An 18” wrap around windshield with ventilating wing tips. Bow light, bow chocks, bow cleat and stern cleats, bow lifting handle and stern handles. Full width dashboard and instrument panel. Control mounting brackets on both port and starboard sides and siphon bailer plug. Self-bailing stern well. The seats are upholstered in luxurious deluxe plastic. Paint consists of highest grade marine enamel on top deck with contrasting color on freeboard. Inside finish is of non-skid platinum marine paint. Optional equipment on the WATER QUEEN is a 72” deluxe convertible top.

---

for relaxing and boating
The RETRIEVER, a 12-foot Aluminum duck boat with full top deck is an ideal boat for the true duck hunter. It has built-in compartments of "styrofoam" to insure safety. The flat bottom is built for stability and shallow draft but has enough "rocker" to permit easy rowing and maneuvering. The full top deck with added coaming prevents splash in choppy waters. Very light in weight, the RETRIEVER can be loaded on a car top with speed and ease. Not only does Dad get a good hunting boat but the children make good use of the RETRIEVER while at the beach during the summer.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Length—12 ft.
- Maximum Beam—40 in.
- Center Depth—12 in.
- Paint—Non-glare camouflage brown.

Patterned after the age-old traditional ricing boat used by the Ojibway and Chippewa Indians, THE RICER is built and conforms to STATE of MINNESOTA specifications for a wild rice boat. The professional ricer as well as those gathering rice as a hobby will appreciate the many fine features incorporated in this model. The flat bottom with contour will prevent suction in mud and does not lodge rice. Exceptionally well received by hunters who traverse mud flats. Transom designed so motors up to 5 horsepower may be mounted. A special boat for a special purpose.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Length—14 ft. 8 in.
- Depth Amidship—13 in.
- Width Transom—8 in.
- Depth Forward—13 in.
- Width Amidship—36 in.
- Depth at Stern—13 in.
- Flotation—Styrofoam
- Bottom Design—Non suction
- Weight—70 lbs.

 QUALITY FORE and AFT

Lund

easy going
SAFE  
SPEEDY  
LEAKPROOF  
METALCRAFT FEATURES

Cast Aluminum bow plates, oarlocks and lifting handles.
Quick acting syphon bailers on all bigger models.
Built-in, highly buoyant styrofoam in all models.
Lightweight - Easy to handle.
All Aluminum construction.

Bow eyes and lifting handles on all models.
Roll formed ribs and keels of high tensile strength aluminum.
Cast aluminum motor safety plates.
Extruded and roll formed beams.
Name plates and serial numbers to insure positive identification and discourage theft.

Double Row Riveting on Seam Construction for Extra Strength.
Alumalastic seal

Seat construction with Styrofoam flotation

Aluminum construction where weight, strength and corrosion resistance are major considerations.
Made for easy handling, easy portaging, and easy launching.
Always ready when you want to go boating in a Lund

Triple-strength leak-proof stem construction

No seams to swell and no danger that it may be waterlogged. Tough aluminum alloy can take punishment.

★ SLEEK  ★ fast  ★ maintenance-free

Lund Metalcraft, Inc.
Box 146  DU 5-4230
NEW YORK MILLS, MINN.

DEALER REPRESENTATIVE